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Abstract

The construction of multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) is a fundamental problem in biology. Yet the problem cannot be solved exactly in most cases, as it is exponential in the number of sequences. It is therefore highly desirable to develop heuristics. It is reasonable that not every heuristic starts from scratch, but uses the expertise that has evolved over the years. We present a set of heuristics that take as input an MSA that was produced from any algorithm and produces an improved MSA. The scoring of the resulting alignment is based on a probabilistic model that we developed [16]. With this scoring function we can determine the upper bound (maximum possible score), so we know when the MSA is optimal.

The heuristics use the fact that if the sequences in the MSA are related, there exists an (unknown) evolutionary tree. It treats gaps as a special character as gaps play a special role in both protein structure and evolutionary history in order to improve the alignment. From an optimized MSA gaps can be used to reconstruct evolutionary trees.
1 Introduction

Several structure prediction methods are based on multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) [10, 11, 21, 9, 2, 22]. The quality of an MSA highly influences the outcome of structure prediction. As a first step the MSA is scanned for parse regions. Parses are regions in the protein between secondary structures (α−helices or β−sheets), such as loops. Usually gaps (insertions or deletion events) indicate such parses. This is the most important step, and misplaced gaps are a disaster for structure prediction, because once a parse region is assigned, no other secondary structures can be predicted there anymore.

The problem of calculating MSAs can be viewed as the problem of inserting gaps at the correct places. There are many MSA algorithms [26, 19, 12, 18, 14], but most of them do not take into account that gaps play a special role both in terms of structure and evolution (see following sections). It is important to develop heuristics that use as much biological information as possible, such that structure prediction based on MSA becomes more reliable.

Figure 1: The sequences \{A, B, C, D, E\} of the MSA on the left are related by the evolutionary tree on the right.

Example 1.1: In the MSA in Figure 1 five sequences are aligned \((n = 5)\). We assume that the sequences are related and that we have the correct tree. The internal nodes in the tree represent unknown ancestor sequences.

Definition 1.1 Given is a set of sequences \(S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}\) with \(s_i \in \Sigma^*\) where \(\Sigma\) is a finite alphabet. A Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) consists of a set of sequences \(A = \langle a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n \rangle\) with \(a_i \in \Sigma^*\) where \(\Sigma' = \Sigma \cup \{\_\} \not\in \Sigma\). \(\forall a_i \in A : |a_i| = k\). The sequence obtained from \(a_i \in A\) by removing all "_" gap characters is equal to \(s_i\).

Definition 1.2 The character "," or any contiguous sequence of "_" within an aligned sequence \(a_i \in A\) is called a gap. A gap corresponds to an insertion or deletion event \((indel)\). The position of a gap \(g\) in sequence \(a_i\) is \(pos(g)\), the length of a gap \(len(g)\) is the number of dashes.

Definition 1.3 The tree \(T(S) = (V, E, L)\) is a binary, leaf labeled tree with leafset \(L = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}\).

In our context a tree \(T(S)\) associated with a set of sequences \(S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}\) is the tree that corresponds to the evolutionary history of the sequences of \(S\). The internal nodes \(V\) represent (usually unknown) ancestor sequences.
Definition 1.4 An MSA **scoring function** is a function \( F : A \rightarrow \mathbb{IR} \).

Definition 1.5 Let \( A \) be the set of all possible MSAs that can be generated for a given set of sequences \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n\} \). The optimal MSA \( \bar{A} \in A \) is an MSA such that w.l.o.g. \( F(\bar{A}) = \max_{A \in A} F(A) \). In many scoring functions the minimum is the optimal.

Problem 1.1 (MSA problem) Given is a set of sequences \( S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \). Find the optimal MSA \( A \) for \( S \).

Both, the evolutionary history of the proteins considered and the structure of the proteins are correlated with the MSA. We use those two aspects to explain the ideas of the heuristics. We then present a set of heuristics that are derived from those biological observations to improve MSAs and show how to reconstruct an evolutionary tree from the gaps.

1.1 Scoring functions

1.1.1 Scoring of Pairwise Sequence Alignments

Definition 1.6 The optimal pairwise alignment \( OPA(s_1, s_2) \) of two sequences \( s_1, s_2 \) is an alignment with the maximum score where a probabilistic scoring method [5, 15] is used. We refer to a pairwise alignment of two sequences \( s_1, s_2 \) with \( \langle s_1, s_2 \rangle \).

Usually the optimal score is determined via standard dynamic programming [24, 17]. An affine gap cost is used according to the formula \( a + l \cdot b \), where \( a \) is a fixed gap cost, \( l \) is the length of the gap and \( b \) is the incremental cost [3]. Note that scores represent the probabilities that the two sequences have a common ancestor. The larger the score is the more likely it is that the two sequences are homologous and therefore have a common ancestor.

1.1.2 Scoring of MSAs

Our scoring function \( F(A) \) of an MSA is similar to the sum-of-pairs measure [4], except that we do not add all scores of all pairwise alignments, but only the scores of the pairwise alignments in the TSP order \( C(S) \) divided by two. A TSP order is a circular order with respect to the associated evolutionary tree [16].

Problem 1.2 (TSP problem) Given is a set of sequences \( S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \) and the corresponding scores of the optimal pairwise alignments. The problem is to find the longest tour where each sequence is visited once.

Definition 1.7 The TSP order \( C(S) \) of set of sequences \( S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \) is the order of the sequences that is derived from the optimal solution of a TSP.

Definition 1.8 The function \( S(x, y) \) scores two symbols \( x, y \in \Sigma' \):

\[
S(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
DM(x, y), & \text{if } x \neq \text{"-"} \text{ and } y \neq \text{"-"} \\
0 & \text{if } x = \text{"-"} \text{ and } y = \text{"-"} \\
\text{otherwise an affine gap cost that depends on the gap length [3]} & \\
\end{cases}
\]

DM is an entry in a Dayhoff matrix [15].
The function $S(x, y)$ (see Definition 1.8) scores two symbols $x, y$ that are either amino acids or gap characters in our case.

**Definition 1.9** The score of the induced MSA-derived pairwise alignment $\text{MPA}(a_i, a_j)$ of two sequences $a_i, a_j \in A$ is:

$$\text{MPA}(a_1, a_2) = \sum_{m=1}^{k} S(a_i[m], a_j[m])$$

The CS score $CS(A)$ of an MSA $A$ is the sum of MPA scores in the TSP order $C$ divided by two:

**Definition 1.10** The score $CS(A)$ of an MSA $A$ is defined as:

$$CS(A) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{MPA}(a_{C_i}, a_{C_{i+1}})$$

where $C_{n+1} = C_1$.

**Example 1.2:** The table to the right in Figure 2 shows the pairwise MPA scores of the sequences from the MSA on the left. It is easy to verify that the longest tour is (A, B, C, D, E, A) and that it is a circular tour in the corresponding tree (see Figure 1). The score of the MSA is the sum of pairwise alignments in circular order divided by two, so $F(A) = (336 + 79 + 171 + 327 + 110)/2 = 512$. Here the MSA has the optimal score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A: RPCYCP___VLRQAAQ__QVLQRQIIQGPQQLRRLF_AA</th>
<th>B: RPCACP___VLRQVQG__QALQRQIIQGPQQLRRLF_AA</th>
<th>C: KPCLCPQKAVKQAH__QQLYQGQLQGPKQVRRAFRL</th>
<th>D: KPVCVRQVLRLQAAHQLQYQQQ____RQVRRAF_VA</th>
<th>E: KPVCVRQVLRLQAAH__QQLYQQQ____RQVRRRLF_AA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: An MSA and a table containing the pairwise scores

Note that if there is a deletion in both sequences, there is no penalty (score is zero) because that deletion happened in some ancestor, and its penalty has been counted already.

### 2 Biological background

Gaps play a special role both in the evolutionary history, in the problem of tree construction and in the calculation of MSAs. Whereas mutations happen very frequently and even back mutations happen often when sequences are far apart, this is not true for insertions and deletions (indels). Indels appear less frequently and have a much greater impact on the resulting protein than a mutation. Hence back mutations are hardly observed at all. This observation is very useful if sequences are compared that are very distant, when there are so many mutations that it becomes very hard to see their relationship. In the Markovian model of evolution, we assume that mutations can happen anywhere in a protein and are independent of each other. This is not entirely true, but as an approximation it is a useful and logical assumption, as one mutation usually does not have such a great impact on the protein structure. This is not true for gaps, hence it makes sense to treat them separately and use as much information as we can from biology to develop better heuristics.
2.1 Gaps and protein structure

Indels appear more frequently in loops than in alpha helices or beta strands, as they do not have a great impact on the protein structure when they are in loops. Statistically, when looking at a set of homologous (related) proteins, indels in loops usually appear around a “center”, i.e. when a loop is shortened, this usually does not happen at the end but around the middle of the loop, and vice versa if a loop is deleted or partially deleted, this also happens around the center of the loop (see figure 3).

Since we usually don’t know the structure of a protein, we cannot know where the loops are. But when we build an MSA and find several gaps of similar sizes at reasonable distance from each other (reasonable meaning not more than the average domain size, i.e. 30 to 50 amino acids), we can assume that the indels are in a loop. This is how MSAs are scanned for secondary structure prediction and those regions are often called parses. So one idea of a heuristic is to use this knowledge and push the gaps together. Of course, the final judgement is always done by scoring the resulting MSA. The changes are kept only of the score (and therefore the probability, see Definition 1.10) of the MSA improves.

**Definition 2.1** A gap block $B$ is a set of gaps $\{g_1 \in a_1, \ldots, g_k \in a_k\}$ where the gaps have the following properties: $\forall g_i, g_j \in B : \text{pos}(g_i) = \text{pos}(g_j)$ and $\text{len}(g_i) = \text{len}(g_j)$.

We will use the term gap block later and explain it in more detail.

**Example 2.1:** The following alignment was produced with the probabilistic model [14]. There are several gaps close to each other, and if we look closely at the alignment (or ask an expert), we can see that the alignment can be improved by shifting the gap blocks together. To score alignments we use the CS score (see Definition 1.10) derived in [16]. A larger score refers to a better alignment. The maximum possible score is the score derived from the optimal pairwise alignments (see Definition ??).

Score of the alignment: 2325.268
Maximum possible score: 2472.632

```
16  PDCVCPTLQAAKAVRL___________QQQHQPQVRKIKYQTAKHLPVC
9   PVCVCPTLQAAARAVSL___________QQQHPFQSRKYIKYKALPNIC
8   PVCVCPTLQAAARAVSL___________QQQHPFQSRKYIKYKALPNIC
13  QVCVCPTLQAAKSVRV___________QQQHPFQSTRIYQIKAHLPNVC
10  PLCVCPTLQASKAVQQRQQLEQQQQQ__GPHVISRIYQIATLHPVC
```
The alignment below with the stacked gaps looks better, has a better score and also makes more sense from a structural point of view:

Example 2.2:

Score of the alignment: 2389.013
Maximum possible score: 2472.632

2.2 Gaps and Evolution

2.2.1 Gaps and Trees

Assume we are given an optimal MSA A and assume further that we know the correct tree \( T(A) \). Insertions and deletions (indels) are evolutionary events that can be placed in the evolutionary tree (see Figure 4). The result of a deletion event are gaps that appear in all sequences \( a_i \in A \) of the subtree where the event took place. In contrast, when the event was an insertion, gaps appear in all sequences that are not in the subtree below the event.

Example 2.3: In the alignment of Figure 4, there are 4 indel events and therefore 4 gap blocks. The first gap block consists of two gaps that appear in sequences A and B. We assume we have the correct tree and we also assume that we know the place of the root. In this case, the event must be a deletion in the ancestor of sequences A and B. Accordingly, event 2 is an insertion in sequence D, event 3 represents a deletion in the ancestor of D and E, and finally event 4 is an insertion in sequence E.

Note that the sequences of Figure 4 are ordered in a circular way \( C(T) \). Whenever sequences are in a circular order with respect to the evolutionary tree, the gaps that
Event 1 2 3 4
A: RPCVCP___VLRQAQ__QVLQRQIIQGPQQLRRLF AA
B: RPCACP___VLRQQVQ__QALQRQIIQGPQQLRRLF AA
C: KPCLCPQAVKQAAN__QQLYQGQLQGPKQVRRAFRL
D: KPCVCPRQLVLRQAAHLAQQLYQGQ____RQVRRAF_VA
E: KPCVCPRQLVLRQAAH__QQLYQGQ____RQVRRAF_LA

Figure 4: Insertion and deletion events are shown in the evolutionary tree (right) of the MSA (left).

belong to the same evolutionary event appear in a gap block (ignoring the breaking of the circularity).

2.3 Classification of the problems

Usually MSA algorithms do not produce the optimal alignment and therefore gaps are often misplaced. When gaps or gap blocks that would really belong to same evolutionary event are not recognized as such in the MSA, there are three types of misplacement of gaps:

- shifted gaps: gap blocks of same size appear shifted horizontally towards each other
- split gaps: gap blocks are cut apart vertically and appear as two gap blocks
- a combination of the above

2.3.1 Shifted gaps

Very often algorithms produce MSAs where gaps of the same size appear slightly shifted horizontally. From a biological point of view there are two possibilities:

a) the gaps are in a loop. Since gaps appear frequently in loops, it is possible (likely) that two events produce indels of the same size at the same place. So it makes sense to group the gaps for structural reasons.

b) the gaps are not in a loop. Since gaps do not appear so frequently outside of loops, it is not very likely that two different events produce gaps of the same size at the same place. It is more likely that it was just one event and that the algorithm that produced the alignment did not find the correct alignment. So in this case it also makes sense to group the gaps together.

When gaps are grouped together, e.g. gaps 1 and 1' from example 2.4, the number of evolutionary events is reduced. This can be viewed as "pushing" and fusing the events up in the tree, if the corresponding tree would be known (see figure 5). Each gap has a high cost, so reducing the number of indel events reduces the cost and therefore increases the score in most cases. In the maximum likelihood approach we are generally interested.
in finding the most likely evolutionary configuration, that is the configuration with the maximum score.

Example 2.4: In this example gaps 1 and 1' have the same size (length 3) and appear at almost the same place. When the gaps are grouped together, both the score increases and the alignment looks better (if we ask an expert).

| Score: 135.466 | Score: 240.139 |
| Maximum: 240.139 | Maximum: 240.139 |

![Alignment Example](image)

Figure 5: When gaps of same size but from different sequences are grouped together, this corresponds to "pushing" the event up in the evolutionary tree

2.3.2 Split gaps

Sometimes a gap that is caused by just one indel event is split into several gaps in the MSA. The problem is now to recognize such a situation. Assume there is a sequence of gaps $b_i = \{g_1, ..., g_k\}$ in an aligned sequence $a_i$, and we want to verify if this is a gap that is split apart or if the gaps really are different indel events. One possibility to verify this is simply by fusing the gaps and to score the alignment again. If the score increases, we keep the change. But since we do not want to try out all possibilities, as the number of possible ways to fuse and shift gaps would increase exponentially by the number of gaps, there is a simple algorithm:

**Definition 2.2** The function $\text{gapsum}(b)$ for a set of gaps $b = \{g_1, ..., g_k\}$ is the sum of all dashes of all $g \in b$.

a) get the $\text{gapsum}(b_i)$ for the set of gaps $b_i \in a_i$.

b) get other sequences of gaps $b_j$ of $a_j$, where the gaps $g \in b_j$ are close to the gaps $g' \in b_i$. Close means that there is a parameter $e$ such that $\forall g \in b_i, \forall g' \in b_j : |\text{pos}(g') - \text{pos}(g)| \leq e$. 
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c) If there are other sequences of gaps $b_j$ where $\text{gapsum}(b_i) = \text{gapsum}(b_j)$, it is likely that those events belong to just one event and the gaps should be grouped.

When two gaps $g_i$ and $g_j$ are depicted in a tree that actually belong to the same indel event, they appear on the same edge in the tree. When the gaps are combined then only one event is left (see figure 6).

![Figure 6: Gap fusion](image)

**Example 2.5:** In the MSA below, sequence A has two gaps, so $b_A = \{g_{A1}, g_{A2}\}$, and $\text{gapsum}(b_A) = 3$ (the total number of dashes). To figure out if this is just one event, we need to look at other sequences. Sequence B has 3 gaps ($b_B = \{g_{B1}, g_{B2}, g_{B3}\}$), and the $\text{gapsum}(b_B)$ is also 3. In addition, they appear close to the gaps in the first sequence. If we push the gaps together and move them to the same position, the resulting alignment has a better score (the optimal score in this case), a smaller number of events and also looks better from a biological point of view.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event 1</th>
<th>Event 1'</th>
<th>Score: 104.635</th>
<th>Score: 240.139</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: RPC__VCP_VLRQ</td>
<td>A: RPCVCPCP__VLRQ</td>
<td>Maximum: 240.139</td>
<td>Maximum: 240.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: RPC_A_CPV_LAQ</td>
<td>B: RPCACP__VLRQ</td>
<td>=&gt;</td>
<td>=&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: KPCVCPRQPLVLQRQ</td>
<td>C: KPCVCPRQPLVLQRQ</td>
<td>=&gt;</td>
<td>=&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: KPCVCPRQPLVLQRQ</td>
<td>D: KPCVCPRQPLVLQRQ</td>
<td>E: KPCLCPKQAAVKQ</td>
<td>E: KPCLCPKQAAVKQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3 Methods**

Before we describe the algorithms we first want to give a short summary of the above sections:

a) Influence of indels in terms of protein structure:

1. If there are two gaps of the same size close to each other in an MSA A, they corresponding indel events happened most likely in a loop or coil in the protein, because indel events hardly ever appear in alpha helices or beta sheets. Hence it is reasonable to group those gaps together in the MSA (if the score increases).
2. Since gaps most likely appear in loops, even gaps of different sizes that are close to each other should be grouped around the center of the loop.

b) Influence of indels in terms of evolution:

1. Two indel events of the same size at the same place in a protein (or nearby) are very unlikely. So if there are two gaps of same size at almost the same place in an MSA A, it is more likely that the gaps belong to just one indel event and simply were not placed correctly by whatever algorithm was used. Therefore such gaps should be moved to the same place (if the score increases).

2. back mutations are very unlikely, that is, that a deletion is "canceled" by an insertion or vice versa. So i.e. if the construction of an evolutionary tree is done using maximum parsimony, then using gaps should be more reliable than using amino acids. Therefore it is reasonable to use gaps to reconstruct evolutionary trees, especially if the proteins are very distant.

3.1 Finding all gap blocks

Problem 3.1 (Finding gap blocks) Given is an MSA A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}. The problem is to find all possible gap blocks \(B \in A\) (see Definition 3.2).

To find all possible gap blocks \(B\) we transform the MSA A to a list \(L\) of integers:

Each gap is represented by an integer that is the sum of the dashes \(\text{len}(g)\). All amino acids are removed. This way each sequence \(a_i \in A\) is transformed to a list of integers \(l \in \mathbb{N}^m\). The whole alignment is transformed into a list of \(l\): \(L = \{l_1, \ldots, l_n\}\).

Example 3.1: The MSA in Figure 7 is transformed into a list \(L\):

\[
\begin{align*}
16 & \quad \text{PDCVCPTLQAASAKV}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{BLQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QH}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{PMQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{VRKIYQTAKHHLPVC} \\
9 & \quad \text{PVCVCPTLRQAARAV}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{SLQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QHG}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{PFQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{SRKIYKTYKLNNPVC} \\
8 & \quad \text{PVCVCPTLQGAAW}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{SLQC}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QHG}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{PFQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{SRKIQGSAKLYLPIC} \\
13 & \quad \text{QVCVCPTLQAASKVRQQHQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{PMQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{VRKIYQTATLHPVC} \\
10 & \quad \text{PLVCQPTLQGASKAVQKQVRQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QQQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QH}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{HRP}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{ISRIYQTATLHPVC} \\
7 & \quad \text{PLVCQPTLQGASKVQFQVRQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QQQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QH}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{HRP}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{ISRIYQTATLHPVC} \\
3 & \quad \text{PLVCQPTLQGASKAVQKQVRQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QQQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QH}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{HRP}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{ISRIYQTATLHPVC} \\
6 & \quad \text{PLVCQPTLQGASKAVQKQVRQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QQQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QH}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{HRP}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{ISRIYQTATLHPVC} \\
4 & \quad \text{PLVCQPTLQGASKAVKQIQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QQQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QH}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{HRP}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{ISRIYQTATLHPVC} \\
12 & \quad \text{PLVCQPTLQGASKAVQKQVRQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QQQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QH}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{HRP}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{ISRIYQTATLHPVC} \\
5 & \quad \text{PLVCQPTLQGASKAVQKQVRQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QQQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QH}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{HRP}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{ISRIYQTATLHPVC} \\
11 & \quad \text{PLVCQPTLQGASKAVQKQVRQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QQQ}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{QH}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{HRP}_{\ldots}^{\ldots} \text{ISRIYQTATLHPVC} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 7: Each sequence of the MSA is transformed to a list \(l\) of integers

We need to redefine gap block and gapsum in the new context:

Definition 3.1 The function \(\text{gapsum}(b)\) for a set of gaps \(b = \{g_1, \ldots, g_k\}\) is the sum of all integers \(g_i \in b\), where each gap \(g_i\) is an integer that represents the length \(\text{len}(g_i)\) of the
gap:

gapsum(b) = \sum_{i=1}^{[b]} g_i. We refer to the gapsum simply with \( \sum(b) \).

Definition 3.2 A gap block \( B = \{b_i, b_j, \ldots, b_m\} \), where each \( b_i \) is a sequence of integers, each index of \( b \geq 1 \) and \( b \leq n \). \( \forall b_i, \forall b_j \in B : gapsum(b_i) = gapsum(b_j) \).

We now describe the algorithm to find all the blocks \( P = \{B_1, \ldots, B_k\} \) of an MSA \( A \). A detailed example is given after the algorithms are presented.

Problem 3.2 (Finding gap blocks) Given is a list \( L = \{l_1, \ldots, l_n\} \) where each \( l_i \in L \) consists of a sequence of integers (see Figure 7). The problem is to find all possible ways to remove numbers from each \( l_i \in L \) in the following way:

- chose a starting list \( l_i \in L \)
- build a gap list \( b_i \) by removing at most \( r \) numbers from list \( l_i \) starting from the left: \( b_i = \{l_1, \ldots, l_k\} \) where \( k \leq r \). \( \sum(b_i) \) is the sum of all integers in \( b_i \).
- \( \forall \) other lists \( l_j \in L \), the numbers we take away have to add up the sum of the numbers we took away from list \( l_i : \sum(b_i) = \sum(b_j) \).
- we always try to do the best: if it is possible to take away \( k \leq r \) integers from \( l_j \) s.t. \( \sum(b_i) = \sum(b_j) \), then we do it.

In Figure 7, when \( r \) is set to 4, one possible way would be to take away the first three \( \{4, 1, 4, 8\} \), which then form a block, then take away the two \( \{5\} \), then remove the three \( \{2, 8\} \) etc.

We now want to determine the number of possible gap blocks \( B \) that can be formed this way: we have \( n \) choices to chose the starting list \( l_i \in L \). From this list \( l_i \) we can take at most \( r \) numbers. We always try to do the best to fit in as many numbers as possible for the remaining lists, so there is no choice left here. So far we have \( n \cdot r \) choices.

If there are at most \( g \) numbers in each list \( l_i \), then we can do this process at most \( g \) times (since we always take away at least one number in one list). Therefore in the worst case, the total number of possibilities is \( (r \cdot n)^g \).

The problem is exponential in numbers of gaps \( g \), but we can restrict the size of the problem by specifying two parameters \( r_{max} \) and \( aa_{max} \) that make sense in biology:

Definition 3.3 The parameter \( aa_{max} \) is the maximum number of amino acids in the MSA we look at.
This parameter $aa_{max}$ restricts $g$ (the number of gaps in a block) to at most $\frac{aa_{max}}{2}$, because there cannot be more gaps than $\frac{aa_{max}}{2}$ in a stretch of $aa_{max}$ amino acids in an MSA A. The consequence is of course that the whole algorithm has to run at most $g$ times (we will never chose an $aa_{max}$ that does not contain at least one gap).

**Definition 3.4** The parameter $r_{max}$ is the maximum number of gaps that can be contained in any $b_i \in B$.

So in the problem of finding gap blocks, $r$ is restricted by $r_{max}$.

In real cases the number of gaps is small enough so that the problem is solvable in a reasonable amount of time for $r_{max}$ up to 5 and $aa_{max}$ up to about 40.

Hence the algorithms runs in $O((n \cdot \cot r_{max}) \frac{aa_{max}}{2} \cdot g)$ time, where $g$, the number of gaps in a sequence (and not $n$), is the crucial component for the feasibility of the algorithm.

### 3.1.1 Algorithms

We now describe the algorithms in detail. The first algorithm *GetBlockList* (see Algorithm 3.1.1 is the one that finds all the gap blocks. It contains the exponential part.

```
algorithm GetBlockList(L, r_{max}, aa_{max}) \rightarrow P is
    P = {}  
    for all $r = 1..r_{max}$ do
        for all $i = 1..n$ do
            Get $r$ gaps from $L_i$. This builds $b_1$
            Get best block $B$ from $L$ s.t.
            $\forall b_i \in B : |b_i| \leq r$ and gapsum($b_i$) = gapsum($b_1$)
            "Now comes the exponential part $(n \cdot r)^g$"
            $P = P \cup B \cup GetBlockList(L \setminus B, r_{max}, aa_{max})$
        od
    od
    return P
end
```

Figure 8: Algorithm 3.1

Find a list of gap blocks $P$ from an MSA A that is already transformed to a list of integers $L$. $P$ contains all possible gap blocks that are determined by the parameters $r_{max}$ and $aa_{max}$

**Definition 3.5** The function $\text{left}(B)$ is the leftmost position of any gap $g \in B$. Vice versa, the function $\text{right}(B)$ is the rightmost position of any gap $g \in B$ plus the gap length of $g$.

**Definition 3.6** A block $B_i$ overlaps with a block $B_j$ when $(\text{left}(B_i) - \text{right}(B_j)) < 0$ and $\text{left}(B_j) - \text{right}(B_i) < 0$ or $(\text{right}(B_i) - \text{left}(B_j)) < 0$ and $\text{right}(B_j) - \text{left}(B_i) < 0$ and if $B_i$ and $B_j$ share at least one sequence.
Once we have all the gap blocks \( P = \{B_1, \ldots, B_k\} \) we can optimize the MSA \( A \) with respect to \( P \) by shifting the gaps in the blocks \( B \in P \) (see Algorithms 3.1.1 and 3.1.1).

\[
\text{algorithm OptimizeBlock}(B, A) \rightarrow A_{opt}
\]

\begin{verbatim}
for all \( b_i \in B \) do
    \( g'_i := \text{union of all } g \in b_i \)
od

"Each \( b_i \) consists of a single gap \( g'_i \)."

\( s_{\text{max}} := 0 \)
\( A_{opt} := A \)
for all \( p = \text{left}(B), \text{right}(B) \) do
    \( A' := A \)
    for all \( g'_i \in B \) do
        move(\( g'_i \)) in \( A' \) to position \( p \)
    od
    \( s := F(A') \)
    if \( s > s_{\text{max}} \) then
        \( s_{\text{max}} := s \)
        \( A_{opt} := A' \)
    fi
od
return \( A_{opt} \)
end
\end{verbatim}

Figure 9: Algorithm 3.2
Shift the gaps \( g \in B \) (obtained from an MSA \( A \)) such that the score \( F(A) \) increases maximally

**Definition 3.7** The score \( S(B) \) of a block \( B \in A \) is the maximum possible score of the MSA \( A \) that can be obtained by shifting the gaps within the block by the algorithm \( \text{OptimizeBlock} \).

### 3.1.2 Example

The following example gives an intuition on how the algorithms work to find the gap blocks and on how the gaps are shifted once the gap blocks are found.

**Example 3.2:** [Gap blocks] In the following alignment, there are initially 14 indel events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score of the alignment:</th>
<th>2022.109</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum possible score:</td>
<td>2472.632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 16 | PDCVCP
| 9  | PVCVCP
| 8  | PVCVCP
| 13 | QVCVCP
| 10 | PLCVCP
| 7  | PLCVCP
| 3  | PLCVCP
| 6  | PLCVCP
| 4  | PLCVCP

16 PDCVCP
9 PVCVCP
8 PVCVCP
13 QVCVCP
10 PLCVCP
7 PLCVCP
3 PLCVCP
6 PLCVCP
4 PLCVCP

13
algorithm GapGrouping($A, r_{\text{max}}, a_{\text{max}}$) → $A'$ is

repeat
  \[ P := \text{GetBlockList}(A, r_{\text{max}}, a_{\text{max}}) \]
  \[ P := \text{sort}(P, x \to S(x)) \]
  “sort blocks in descending order by the score of the block”
  for all $B_i \in P$ do
    if $\text{overlap}(B_i, P)$ == false then
      $A := \text{OptimizeBlock}(B, A)$
    fi
  od
od
return $A$
end

Figure 10: Algorithm 3.3

Fuse and shift the gaps in each gap block $B$ in an MSA $A$ to get the maximum score increase for the resulting MSA.

Let $r_{\text{max}}$ be 4 and $a_{\text{max}}$ be 12. With the gaps of sequences 16, 9 and 8, the following gap block can be formed:

16 $V____R_{\text{LOG\_QHG}}____PMQ_______V$
9 $V____S_{\text{LOG\_QHG}}____PFQ_______S$
8 $V____S_{\text{LOG\_QHG}}____PFQ_______S$

Other values are: \( \forall b \in B : \text{gapsum}(b) = 16 \) and \( \forall b \in B : \text{aasum}(b) = 10 \).

The gaps from sequences 12, 5, and 11 can also build a gap block:

12 $Q_{\text{QQG\_KLM\_QQR}}____V$
5 $Q_{\text{QQG\_KQM\_QQR}}____V$
11 $Q____Q_{\text{QQKQM\_QQR}}$$

After fusing the gaps (building gap blocks) according to the above rules, we end up with an MSA that has a much better score and only has 4 indel events. In addition, we can use those gaps now to get an idea of the evolutionary tree (see last section).

Score of the alignment: 2400.081
Maximum possible score: 2472.632

16 $P_{\text{DCVCPTLQAKAVRSLQQ-----------QHQPMQVRKVYQTAKHLNPVC}}$
9 $P_{\text{DCVCPTLQAAARASLQQ-----------QHPFQSRKYKTAKLYLPVIC}}$
8 $P_{\text{DCVCPTLQAAARASLQQ-----------QHPFQSRKYTSKLYLPVIC}}$
13 $Q_{\text{QCVCTQPKGASKVQVRQQLLEQQQ-----------QQHPVSRIYQTATLHPVC}}$
10 $P_{\text{QCVCTQPKGASKVQVRQQLLEQQQ-----------QQHPVSRIYQTATLHPVC}}$
7 $P_{\text{QCVCTQPKGASKVQVRQQLLEQQQ-----------QQHPVSRIYQTATLHPVC}}$
3 $P_{\text{QCVCTQPKGASKVQVRQQLLEQQQ-----------QQHPVSRIYQTATLHPVC}}$
6 $P_{\text{QCVCTQPKGASKVQVRQQLLEQQQ-----------QQHPVSRIYQTATLHPVC}}$
4 $P_{\text{QCVCTQPKGASKVQVRQQLLEQQQ-----------QQHPVSRIYQTATLHPVIC}}$
3.1.3 Island shifting

Very often algorithms produce alignments with ”islands”. An island is a small number of amino acids between two gaps.

**Definition 3.8** An island \( I \) is a short stretch of amino acids between two gaps. The size \( \text{len}(I) \) is the number of amino acids in this island. The size is may be restricted by some parameter.

As with the gaps, we represent each island by an integer that corresponds to the length \( \text{len}(I) \) of the island. Again, the whole alignment is transformed into a list of \( l \): \( L = \{l_1, \ldots, l_n\} \), where each \( l_i \) is a sequence of islands.

**Example 3.3:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Island Shifted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 2 PVCVCPTLRQAAKAV___RFQGQQHQ___PEQ_______VRKIYQAAYLPMIC</td>
<td>2 PVCVCPTLQAAKAV___RLQG_QHQ___PMQ_______VRKIYQTAKHPNVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 PDCVCPTLKQAAKAV___RLQG_QHQ___PMQ_______VRKIYQTAKHPNVC</td>
<td>9 PVCVCPTLQARARAV___SLQG_QHG___PFQ_______SRKIYKTAKYPNVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 PVCVCPTLQARAV___SLQG_QHG___PFQ_______SRKIYQSAKYPNVC</td>
<td>8 PVCVCPTLQARAV___SLQG_QHG___PFQ_______SRKIYQSAKYPNVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 PVCVCPTLQGASKVQVRQQLEQQQ__Q____QPHVISRIYQATATHLPKVC</td>
<td>10 PVCVCPTLQGASKVQVRQQLEQQQ__Q____QPHVISRIYQATATHLPKVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX ........................other sequences ................</td>
<td>XX ........................other sequences ................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first 4 sequence all have an island of three amino acids, and the last sequence has an island of length one. Any biologist would tell you that those islands should be pushed over to the left or right. The explanation from an evolutionary point of view is the following: it is more likely that those two events to the left and right of the island are really just one event and should therefore be merged (because they are so close to each other).

An island block \( D \) can then be defined similar to a gap block:

**Definition 3.9** \( D = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_m\} \) is an island block, where each \( d_i \) is a sequence of islands, each index of \( d \geq 1 \) and \( d \leq n \). \( \forall d_i \forall d_j \in D : aasum(d_i) = aasum(d_j) \).

The resulting algorithm is very simple: it is the same as the one for the gap blocks, except that \( \forall B \) use \( D \) instead.

3.1.4 Gap stacking

Gaps appear frequently in loops as they do not have a great impact on the protein structure, as we have discussed above. To describe the algorithm for gap stacking, we need to define a distance function between two blocks \( B_i \) and \( B_j \):
Definition 3.10 The function dist($B_i, B_j$) is:
$$dist(B_i, B_j) = \min(|left(B_i) - right(B_j)|, |right(B_i) - left(B_j)|).$$

In addition, we define a maximal distance $dist_{\max}$ between two blocks to reduce the size of the problem. The resulting algorithm for gap stacking is very simple:

```
algorithm GapStacking(A, r_{\max}, a_{\max}) \rightarrow A' is
P := GetBlockList(A, r_{\max}, a_{\max})
s_{\max} := 0
for all $B_i \in P$ do
    c := middle($B_i$)
    for all $B_j \in P$ where dist($B_i, B_j$) \leq dist_{\max} do
        move($B_j, c$)
        s := score(MSA);
        if s > s_{\max} then
            s_{\max} = s
            c_{\opt} := c
        fi
    od
od
move blocks to optimal position $c_{\opt}$
end
```

Figure 11: Algorithm 3.4
Shifts gap blocks $B$ in an MSA $A$ until the score $S(A)$ no longer increases.

4 Tree construction using gaps

Gaps can be viewed as binary state characters: each event partitions the tree into two groups, the sequences with the gap and the sequences without the gap. In addition, backmutations are extremely rare, so we can basically ignore them. This means that each event tells us which sequences belong into a subtree, and this information can be used to reconstruct the tree or at least parts of the tree. Gaps have been used before to reconstruct trees [1], but it has never been stated explicitly, so we decided to give a practical approach on how to use gaps for tree construction.

We can use the gaps to build a minimum parsimony tree [7, 8, 23, 6]. Of course we do not have any guarantee that our MSA is correct, so we don’t know if all the gaps appear at the right spot. This leads to conflicts:

Example 4.1: The MSA in Figure 12 has four gap blocks. We use those blocks to partition the sequences (see Table 12). Event 1 partitions the tree into the sequences \{$A, B$} and \{$C, D, E$} which produces the tree in Figure 14). Events 2 and 4 do not add any information. Event 3 completes the tree (see Figure 15).
To reconstruct a binary tree with $n$ leaves completely, we need $n - 3$ different splits or events, where each character state must contain at least two elements (two leaves), because a gap in just one sequence does not add any information for the tree.
4.1 Resolving conflicts

There is no guarantee that all conflicts will be resolved after gap fusion and shifting, at least if we use a heuristic. First we need to find conflicts, and as a second step we have to find a way to resolve them.

Definition 4.1 (Conflict) Given are two events that split the leaves into the sets \( a_1, b_1 \) (event 1) and \( a_2, b_2 \) (event 2). If \( a_1 \not\subseteq a_2 \) and \( b_1 \not\subseteq a_2 \) and \( a_1 \not\subseteq b_2 \) and \( b_1 \not\subseteq b_2 \), then events 1 and 2 have a conflict.

Example 4.2:

Score of the alignment: 1431.442
Maximum possible score: 1905.438

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Seqs with gaps</th>
<th>Seqs without gaps</th>
<th>Conflicts with other events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>{2, 3}</td>
<td>{1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}</td>
<td>{5, 7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}</td>
<td>{6, 7, 8, 9, 10}</td>
<td>{5, 6, 7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>{1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}</td>
<td>{2, 3, 4, 5}</td>
<td>{5, 6, 7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>{6, 7, 8}</td>
<td>{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10}</td>
<td>{5, 7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>{2, 5, 7}</td>
<td>{1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10}</td>
<td>{1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>{1, 4}</td>
<td>{2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}</td>
<td>{2, 3, 8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>{3, 6, 8}</td>
<td>{1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10}</td>
<td>{1, 2, 3, 4, 9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>{4, 5}</td>
<td>{1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}</td>
<td>{5, 6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>{7, 8}</td>
<td>{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10}</td>
<td>{5, 7}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: This table shows the conflicts that arise when gaps are used to partition the sequences in the MSA.

In Table 16 we can see that events 1 and 2 do not have a conflict, because \( a_1 = \{2, 3\} \not\subseteq a_2 = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\} \), but events 1 and 5 have a conflict, because none of the sets is contained in the other.

The problem is now to resolve those conflicts. To do this we build a conflict graph: each event corresponds to a vertex, and each edge represents a conflict between two events.
Problem 4.1 (Vertex Cover) Given is a graph $G = (V, E)$ with vertices $V$ and edges $E$. The problem is to find the smallest subset $V' \subseteq V$ such that for each edge $(a, b) \in G$: $a \in V'$ or $b \in V'$.

We want to remove the smallest number of events to resolve the conflicts. This can be done via vertex cover. The minimal solution is $\{5, 6, 7\}$. So the conflicts are most likely caused by events $\{5, 6, 7\}$.

If we go back to the alignment we can see that the gaps of events $\{5, 6, 7\}$ can be grouped into a block that partitions the tree into $\{9, 10\}$ and $\{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8\}$. There are no more conflicts left, and a tree can now be constructed (see Figure 18).

The problem of finding the minimum vertex cover is NP-complete [20]. But usually the number of indel events is small (smaller than 20), if we restrict the size of an MSA to the size of a "domain", which is usually at most 30 to 70 amino acids long. In addition, if we restrict the number of events that could cause conflicts, there is a nice fixed parameter tractable (FPT) approach [25].

Score of the alignment: 1905.438
Maximum possible score: 1905.438
Using the Traveling Salesman Ordering  We can use a solution to the TSP to find a circular order in the unknown evolutionary tree $T(A)$, which we use in the scoring function), that corresponds to the MSA A (without knowing the tree topology) [16].

![Circular path of a tree](image.png)

Figure 19: Circular path of a tree. On the left the tree is drawn in an unrooted version, on the right the tree is rooted.

Once we have such a TSP order $C$ (see Definition 1.7) we can rearrange the sequences in the MSA in that order (see Figure 19). It follows that all the sequences in one subtree are grouped together, and hence all the gaps in one event (or the gaps in a block) are in one consecutive order, because an indel event always affects the whole subtree below the event.

In example 4.2, the sequences of the MSA are in circular order (1, 2, .., 10). All the gaps appear as a block, e.g. the gaps from event 3 appear in sequences 6 through 10 and 1. Since the order is circular, it does not matter where we start the order.

Whenever an event causes a conflict, then the gaps of this event are usually not in this order, as can be seen in example 4.2 (the gaps of events 5, 6 and 7). The gaps are interrupted with sequences without gaps. This way we can already identify most events that cause conflicts, which reduces the vertex cover problem. We only need to look at the gaps that do not appear in a block.

5 Discussion

In this paper we present a set of heuristic to optimize given MSAs by implicitly using structural and evolutionary information. Gaps do not appear as frequently as mutations, and back mutations are very rare. We use this fact and treat gaps as a special character. Our goal was to reduce the number of evolutionary events by fusing and shifting gaps,
hence maximizing the probability of the alignment. Once the gaps are aligned properly, a partial evolutionary tree can be reconstructed from the gaps, where conflicts can be resolved via vertex cover. The tree structure can then be resolved using other methods. All algorithms described here have been implemented into the Darwin system [13] and are available upon request. The programs can also be used via our computational biochemistry server:

http://cbrg.inf.eth.ch
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